Abstract-We introduce and analyze a rigorous formulation of the dynamics of a signal processing scheme that aims at dense scanning of large input signals. Recently proposed methodologies lack a satisfactory discussion of whether they actually produce the correct results according to their definition, especially in the context of Convolutional Neural Networks. We improve on this through an exact characterization of the requirements for a sound sliding window approach. The tools developed in this paper are especially beneficial if Convolutional Neural Networks are employed, but can also be used as a more general framework to validate related approaches to signal scanning. The contributed theory helps to eliminate redundant computations and renders special case treatment unnecessary, resulting in a dramatic boost in efficiency particularly on massively parallel processors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inspired by findings on the structure of mammalian visual cortex [1] , the concept of spatial weight sharing has been integrated into artificial neural networks to achieve an architecture nowadays broadly known as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [2] , [3] . This particular architecture has proven highly successful in a large variety of pattern recognition tasks, setting the state of the art in handwritten digit recognition [4] , [5] , traffic sign recognition [4] , [6] , house number recognition from street view [5] , [7] , and large-scale object category classification [8] , [9] , [10] to name just a few.
Detection of objects in images can, for example, be realized by application of an object classifier at each image position that may contain an object of interest. If this is carried out for each feasible image position, it is possible to assign class membership estimations to all the pixels in an image resulting in a dense description of all objects in a scene [11] , [12] , [13] . While the computational complexity of a sophisticated classification system used in conjunction with a sliding window approach may seem excessive at first glance, the special structure of a CNN can be exploited so that intermediate computation results can be shared among adjacent image windows, resulting in a speed-up of several orders of magnitude compared to the naive approach. Although this was already realized for CNNs without pooling layers more than two decades ago [14] , approaches that also support pooling layers emerged only recently [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . However, all these methods have in common that it is not inherently clear that they actually produce the desired results, since instead of a satisfactory proof of correctness only toy examples are presented.
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This paper improves upon previous work by establishing a comprehensive theory of subsignal compatible transformations: these form a family of functions that exactly fulfill the invariants required for a sound sliding window approach. We provide a characterization of such transformations, show that their compositions fulfill the same invariants and demonstrate how the developed theory connects with CNNs. Further, we analyze under which circumstances the information from a multi-scale image representation can be incorporated. Our results are proven rigorously and can be used directly for an efficient implementation on massively parallel processing systems.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. II, we give an introduction to the CNN structure, fix the notation and introduce what we mean by subsignals. Section III establishes the basics of our theory on subsignal compatible transformations and shows how the major building blocks of CNNs fit into the theory. In the following Sect. IV we extend the theory to functions applied in a strided fashion, which is particularly important for pooling operators evaluated on non-overlapping blocks. Section V considers multiscale transformations, that is functions that depend on signals made available in different spatial resolutions. The paper is concluded with a discussion of our results in Sect. VI.
II. PREREQUISITES
In this section, we start by formally introducing the building blocks of a CNN. Next, we fix the notation used throughout the paper. The section is concluded by the formal definition of the subsignal extraction operator and a few statements on its properties.
A. Convolutional Neural Networks
Ordinary CNNs process input data by means of specialized layers [19] . Convolutional layers respect the weight sharing principle: they convolve their input with a filter bank which is learned during an adaptation process and add a trainable scalar bias to form the layer output. A mathematical definition is given in Sect. III-C.
Pooling layers strengthen a network's invariance to small translations of the input data by evaluation of a fixed pooling kernel followed by a downsampling operation. Effectively, this is the same as the application of a function in a strided fashion, that is, merely certain equidistant subsignals are considered which are not required to start at exactly neighboring samples. This is discussed in greater detail in Sect. IV.
Besides these layers, there are also fully-connected layers and non-linearity layers. The former are just a special case of convolutional layers in that they carry out a convolution with unit kernel size. The latter send each sample of a larger signal through a scalar transfer function independently, which may for example be a hyperbolic tangent or a rectification nonlinearity [20] .
It is further possible to improve performance through incorporation of context information using multi-scale analysis so that the network sees image regions in different spatial resolutions [13] . We will elaborately consider this approach in Sect. V.
B. Notation
For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our analysis to vector-shaped signals. The generalization of our results to more complex signals like images with pixels arranged on a two-dimensional grid is straightforward by application of the theory to appropriate indices of the images.
We write N 1 := N \ { 0 } for the positive natural numbers and Z for the integers. The ceiling function that rounds up its argument to the next larger natural number is denoted by · . If M is a set and q ∈ N 1 , then M q denotes the set of all q-tuples with entries from M . The elements of M q are called signals, their q entries are called samples. If ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ q ) ∈ M q and I ∈ {1, . . . , q} r is an index list with r entries, we use the formal sum ω := r ν=1 ξ Iν · e r ν for the element ω ∈ M r with ω ν = ξ Iν for all ν ∈ {1, . . . , r}. For example, when M = R and hence M r is the r-dimensional Euclidean space, then the formal sum ω corresponds to the linear combination of canonical basis vectors e r ν weighted with selected coordinates of the signal ξ.
For ξ ∈ M q we write dim M (ξ) = q for the dimensionality of ξ. This does not need to correspond exactly with the concept of dimensionality in the sense of linear algebra. If for example M = N c for categorical data with c ∈ N 1 features, then M q is not a vector space over M . The theory presented in this paper requires algebraic structures such as vector spaces or analytic structures such as the real numbers only for certain specialized statements. The bulk of our results hold for all signals from arbitrary sets.
If M is a set and c ∈ N 1 is a natural number, we write
q for the set that contains all the tuples of length greater than or equal to c with entries from M . For example, if ξ ∈ ∪ c (M ) then there is a natural number q ≥ c so that ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ q ) with ξ ν ∈ M for all ν ∈ {1, . . . , q}. Note that ∪ 1 (M ) puts no restriction on tuple length except for positivity.
C. Division of a Signal into Subsignals
A subsignal is a contiguous list of samples contained in a larger signal. Let us first formalize the concept of extracting subsignals with a fixed number of samples from a given signal: Fig. 1 . Illustration of the subsignal extraction operator applied to a signal ξ with eight samples for extraction of subsignals with four samples each. Definition 1. Let M be a set and let d ∈ N 1 denote a fixed subsignal dimensionality. Then
is called the subsignal extraction operator.
It is straightforward to verify that Subsignal d is welldefined and actually returns all possible D − d + 1 contiguous subsignals of length d from a given signal with D samples (see Fig. 1 ). Note that for application of this operator it has always to be ensured that the requested subsignal index i is within bounds.
Iterated extraction of subsignals can be collapsed into one operator evaluation:
Proof. The subsignal indices of the left-hand side are well within bounds. Since i + j − 1 ∈ {1, . . . , dim M (ξ) − c + 1} this also holds for the right-hand side. We find that
where in the (♦) step we have substituted ν = j + λ − 1.
III. SUBSIGNAL COMPATIBLE TRANSFORMATIONS
This section introduces the concept of subsignal compatible transformations. These are functions that can be applied to an entire signal at once and then yield the same result as if they were applied to each subsignal independently. We show that functions applied in a sliding fashion can be grasped as subsignal compatible transformations, and that the composition of subsignal compatible transformations is again a subsignal compatible transformation.
In the end of this section, we consider Convolutional Neural Networks without pooling layers and demonstrate that these satisfy the requirements of subsignal compatible transformations. As a consequence, CNNs without pooling layers can be applied to the whole input signal at once without having to handle individual subsignals.
We begin with the major definition of this section:
Definition 3. Let M and N be sets, let c ∈ N 1 be a positive natural number, and let T :
We then call T a subsignal compatible transformation with dimensionality reduction constant c if and only if these two properties hold:
The first property guarantees that T reduces the dimensionality of its argument always by the same amount regardless of the input dimensionality. The second property states that if T was applied to a subsignal, then this is the same as applying T to the entire signal and afterwards extracting the appropriate samples from the resulting signal. Figure 2 gives an example for these concepts.
We note that the exchange property is well-defined: The dimensionality reduction property guarantees that the dimensionalities on both sides of the equation match. Further, the subsignal index i is within bounds on both sides. This is trivial for the left-hand side, and can be seen for the right-hand side
We immediately have an identity theorem for subsignal compatible transformations: Theorem 4. Let M, N be sets and
Proof. Let ξ ∈ ∪ c (M ). For µ ∈ {1, . . . , dim M (ξ) − c + 1} we yield with the precondition (PC) and the exchange property where the subsignal dimensionality is set to c:
Hence all the samples of the transformed signals are equal, thus T 1 (ξ) = T 2 (ξ) for all ξ in the domain of T 1 and T 2 . Here, Quot is a non-linear operator that computes the quotient of two adjacent samples. Theorem 6 implies that this is a subsignal compatible transformation with dimensionality reduction constant c = 2. Therefore, the exchange property guarantees that subsignal extraction and transformation evaluation can be exchanged without any effect on the outcome. This is valid for all subsignal dimensionalities greater than or equal to c, here d = 3.
A. Relationship between Functions Applied in a Sliding Fashion and Subsignal Compatible Transformations
We now investigate functions which are applied to a signal in a sliding fashion. Let us first define what is meant hereby: Definition 5. Let M and N be sets, let c ∈ N 1 be a positive natural number and let f : M c → N be a function. Then
, is the operator that applies f in a sliding fashion to arbitrary signals.
The next result states that functions applied in a sliding fashion are essentially the same as subsignal compatible transformations, and that the exchange property could be weakened to hold only for the case where the dimensionality reduction constant equals the subsignal dimensionality: 
we have dim N (T (ξ)) = 1 due to the dimensionality reduction property, therefore f is well-defined. Now let ξ ∈ ∪ c (M ) and define
(c) ⇒ (a): Let us suppose that T = Slide f for a function f : M c → N . Slide f inherently fulfills the dimensionality reduction property. Let d ∈ N 1 , d ≥ c, be an arbitrary subsignal dimensionality and let ξ ∈ ∪ d (M ) be a signal. Further, let i ∈ {1, . . . , dim M (ξ) − d + 1} be an arbitrary subsignal index. Remembering that dim M (Subsignal d (ξ, i)) = d and using Lemma 2 we have
thus the exchange property is satisfied as well.
The set of subsignal compatible transformations is vast. There are, however, transformations that are not subsignal compatible:
Example 7. As a counterexample, let c ∈ N 1 be arbitrary and consider the function T :
which just reverses the final entries of its argument. The dimensionality reduction property is clearly satisfied by T . Let ξ ∈ ∪ c (M ) and i ∈ {1, . . . , dim M (ξ) − c + 1}, then we have
As these two expressions cannot be equal for all ξ ∈ ∪ c (M ) unless M is a singleton, T cannot be a subsignal compatible transformation by Theorem 6.
B. Composition of Subsignal Compatible Transformations
The composition of subsignal compatible transformations is again a subsignal compatible transformation: Theorem 8. Let M , N and P be sets and let c 1 , c 2 ∈ N 1 . Suppose T 1 : ∪ c1 (M ) → ∪ 1 (N ) is a subsignal compatible transformation with dimensionality reduction constant c 1 , and T 2 : ∪ c2 (N ) → ∪ 1 (P ) is a subsignal compatible transformation with dimensionality reduction constant c 2 .
, is a subsignal compatible transformation with dimensionality reduction constant c.
Proof. We first note that c ≥ 1 since c 1 ≥ 1 and c 2 ≥ 1, hence indeed c ∈ N 1 . Let ξ ∈ ∪ c (M ) be arbitrary for demonstrating that T is well-defined. As c ≥ c 1 because of c 2 ≥ 1, we yield ∪ c (M ) ⊆ ∪ c1 (M ) and hence T 1 (ξ) is well-defined. Further, we yield dim N (T 1 (ξ)) = dim M (ξ) − c 1 + 1 ≥ c − c 1 + 1 = c 2 using the dimensionality reduction property of T 1 , therefore T 1 (ξ) ∈ ∪ c2 (N ). Thus T 2 (T 1 (ξ)) is well-defined, and so is T .
For all ξ ∈ ∪ c (M ), the dimensionality reduction property of T 1 and T 2 now implies
therefore T fulfills the dimensionality reduction property.
Let
Since T 1 and T 2 satisfy the exchange property we find
where d ≥ c 1 and d − c 1 + 1 ≥ c 2 hold during the two respective applications of the exchange property. Therefore, T also fulfills the exchange property.
This result can be generalized immediately to compositions of more than two subsignal compatible transformations:
be a subsignal compatible transformation with dimensionality reduction constant c λ ∈ N 1 . Then the composed function
, is a subsignal compatible transformation with dimensionality reduction constant c := n µ=1 c µ − n + 1 ∈ N 1 . Proof. Define S 1 := T 1 , and for each λ ∈ {2, . . . , n} let
, be a function. Since T = S n , the claim follows when it is shown with induction for λ that S λ is a subsignal compatible transformation with dimensionality reduction constant λ µ=1 c µ − λ + 1. While the situation λ = 1 is trivial, the induction step follows with Theorem 8.
C. CNNs without Pooling Layers
The previous parts of this section were quite abstract. We now demonstrate how Convolutional Neural Networks without any pooling layers fit in the theory developed so far. Pooling layers require more preparations and are detailed in Sect. IV.
The convolution operation is the substance of a CNN. Here, multi-channel input feature maps are convolved channelwise with previously learned filter banks, and the result is accumulated and a trainable bias added to yield the output feature map.
We start with introducing indexing rules for iterated structures to account for the multi-channel nature of the occurring signals. Let M be a set, a, b ∈ N 1 positive natural numbers and ξ ∈ (M a ) b a multi-channel signal. It is then ξ j ∈ M a for indices j ∈ {1, . . . , b}, and moreover (ξ j ) i ∈ M for indices j ∈ {1, . . . , b} and i ∈ {1, . . . , a}. This rule is extended in the natural way for sets written explicitly as products with more than two factors.
a for indices k ∈ {1, . . . , c} and j ∈ {1, . . . , b}.
These rules will become more clear if we consider the multi-channel convolution operation * . Suppose the samples are members of a ring R, m ∈ N 1 denotes the number of input channels, n ∈ N 1 is the number of output channels, and c ∈ N 1 equals the number of samples considered at any one time during convolution with the filter bank. Then input signals or feature maps with D ∈ N 1 samples are of the form ξ ∈ (R m ) D , and filter banks can be represented by a tensor
We must have that D ≥ c, that is the filter kernel should be smaller than the input signal.
The output feature map
Note that (w µ ) λ ∈ R n and (ξ c+i−µ ) λ ∈ R, so that the result of their product is understood here as scalar product. The operation is well-defined since c + i − µ ∈ {1, . . . , D}, which follows immediately through substitution of the extreme values of i and µ.
Example 10. The multi-channel convolution operation is a subsignal compatible transformation: Define M := R m and N := R n and consider
Since µ ∈ {1, . . . , c} it is c−µ+1 ∈ {1, . . . , c}, hence f conv is well-defined. For all ξ ∈ M D and any i ∈ {1, . . . , D − c + 1} follows
where ν = c − µ + 1 was substituted in the (♦) step. The convolution operation as defined above is hence in fact the application of f conv in a sliding fashion. Therefore, Theorem 6 guarantees that * is a subsignal compatible transformation with dimensionality reduction constant c.
Since fully-connected layers are merely a special case of convolutional layers, these do not need any special treatment here. Addition of biases does not require any knowledge on the spatial structure of the convolution's result and is therefore a subsignal compatible transformations with dimensionality reduction constant 1. Non-linearity layers are nothing but the application of a scalar-valued function to all the samples of an input signal. Hence these layers form also subsignal compatible transformations with dimensionality reduction constant 1 for all non-empty subsignals due to Theorem 6.
Furthermore, compositions of these operations can also be understood as subsignal compatible transformation with Corollary 9. As a consequence, the exchange property facilitates application of a Convolutional Neural Networks without pooling layers to an entire signal at once instead of each subsignal independently without changing the actual output. The next section will extend this result to CNNs that also feature pooling layers.
IV. POOLING LAYERS AND FUNCTIONS APPLIED IN A STRIDED FASHION
So far we have shown how convolutional layers and nonlinearity layers of a Convolutional Neural Network fit in the framework of subsignal compatible transformations. In this section, we analyze pooling layers which apply pooling kernels in a strided fashion. This is equivalent to functions applied in a sliding fashion followed by a downsampling operation. The theory developed herein can of course also be applied to other functions than pooling kernels, for example to strided multichannel convolutions using the results from Sect. III-C.
We will demonstrate how these functions can be turned into subsignal compatible transformations using a data structure recently introduced as fragmentation [15] . Here, we will greatly generalize the method proposed by [15] and rigorously prove the correctness of the approach. As a side effect of our results, we are able to accurately describe the dynamics of the entire execution chain, which also includes the possibility of tracking down the position of each processed subsignal in the fragmentation data structure.
Moreover, we analyze under which circumstances the fragment dimensionalities are guaranteed to always be homogeneous. This is a desirable property as it facilitates the application of subsequent operations to signals which all have the same number of samples, rendering cumbersome handling of special cases obsolete and thus resulting in accelerated execution on massively parallel processors.
We first state more precisely what the application of a function in a strided fashion means (see Fig. 3 for orientation): Fig. 3 . Illustration of the application of a function in a strided fashion to a signal with six samples. The function g maps three samples to one, it is here evaluated on non-overlapping subsignals extracted from the original signal ξ.
Definition 11. Let M and N be sets, let k ∈ N 1 be a positive natural number and let g : M k → N be a function. Then
is the operator that applies g in a strided fashion to signals where the number of samples is a multiple of k.
Since the input dimensionality is here reduced through division with a natural number rather than a subtraction, the dimensionality reduction property cannot be fulfilled unless k = 1. The situation in which k = 1 is, however, not interesting since then Stride g = Slide g which was already handled in Sect. III.
Before continuing with the fragmentation data structure, let us discuss an example:
Example 12. Suppose we want to process real-valued signals with m ∈ N 1 channels, that is M = N = R m , where each channel should be processed independently of the others. Average pooling is then realized by the pooling kernel g avg (ξ) := 1 k k ν=1 ξ ν , which determines the channelwise empirical mean value of the samples. Another example is max-pooling, where the maximum entry in each channel is sought. This can be computed with the pooling kernel
Finally, assume nonunit stride convolutions should be carried out. This is equivalent to performing a conventional convolution followed by strided application of the pooling kernel g proj (ξ) := ξ 1 , which just projects a given signal onto its first sample.
A. Fragmentation
The fragmentation operator performs a special reordering operation. For its precise analysis, we need to recap some elementary number theory. For all numbers a ∈ N and b ∈ N 1 , Euclidean division guarantees that there are unique numbers div(a, b) ∈ N and rem(a, b) ∈ {0, . . . , b − 1} so that
Here is a small collection of results on these operators for further reference:
Proposition 13. It is div(a, 1) = a and rem(a, 1) = 0 for all a ∈ N. Moreover, div(a + bc, c) = div(a, c) + b and rem(a + bc, c) = rem(a, c) for all a, b ∈ N and c ∈ N 1 .
If the fragmentation operator is applied to a signal, it puts certain samples into individual fragments, which can be grasped as signals themselves. If a collection of fragments is again fragmented, a larger collection of fragments results. The total number of samples is, however, left unchanged after these operations. For the sake of convenience, we will here use matrices as data structure for fragmented signals, where columns correspond to fragments and rows correspond to signal samples, see Fig. 4 .
Let us fix some notation. If M is a set and a, b ∈ N 1 , then M a×b denotes the set of all matrices with a rows and b columns with entries from M . For ξ ∈ M a×b we write rdim M (ξ) = a and cdim M (ξ) = b. Further, ξ i, j is the entry in the i-th row and j-th column of ξ where i ∈ {1, . . . , a} and j ∈ {1, . . . , b}. The transpose of ξ is written as ξ T . The vectorization operator [21] stacks all the columns of a matrix on top of another:
for all indices j ∈ {1, . . . , ab} and all matrices ξ ∈ M a×b . The inverse vectorization operator vec
a+i for all indices i ∈ {1, . . . , a}, j ∈ {1, . . . , b} and all vectors ξ ∈ M ab .
It is straightforward to verify that these two operators are well-defined and inversely related to one another. With their help we may now define the fragmentation operator: Definition 15. Let M be a set and k ∈ N 1 . For arbitrary vector dimensionalities q ∈ N 1 and numbers of input fragments s ∈ N 1 we write
for the fragmentation operator.
Here, k equals the corresponding parameter from the application of a function in a strided fashion. Frag k is clearly well-defined, and the number of output fragments is ks. An illustration of the operations performed during fragmentation is depicted in Fig. 4 . We note that fragmentation is merely a certain reordering operation:
for all indices µ ∈ {1, . . . , q} and ν ∈ {1, . . . , ks}.
Proof. The dimensionality statements are obvious by the definition of Frag k . To prove the identity, let µ ∈ {1, . . . , q}
and ν ∈ {1, . . . , ks}. Using the definition of the vectorization operator we yield
, and the claim follows.
Next consider this operator that undoes the ordering of the fragmentation operator: Definition 17. Let M be a set, let k ∈ N 1 , and let q ∈ N 1 denote a vector dimensionality and s ∈ N 1 a number of output fragments. Then
is called the defragmentation operator.
We note that Defrag k is well-defined and the number of input fragments must equal ks. Fragmentation and defragmentation are inversely related, that is Defrag k • Frag k = id M kq×s and Frag k • Defrag k = id M q×ks , see also Fig. 4 . These properties of the defragmentation operator will be used later:
Lemma 18. Let M be a set. Let k, q, s ∈ N 1 be positive natural numbers and ξ ∈ M q×ks a fragmented signal. We have that
for all indices µ ∈ {1, . . . , kq}, ν ∈ {1, . . . , s}.
Proof. Completely analogous to Lemma 16.
As already outlined in Fig. 4 , compositions of the fragmentation operator are equivalent to a single fragmentation operator with an adjusted parameterization:
Proof. Let ξ ∈ M k1k2q×s be a fragmented signal. We define A := Frag k1 (ξ) ∈ M k2q×k1s , B := Frag k2 (A) ∈ M q×k1k2s , and C := Frag k1k2 (ξ) ∈ M q×k1k2s . Since B and C are of equal size, it is enough to show entry-wise equivalence. Let µ ∈ {1, . . . , q} and ν ∈ {1, . . . , k 1 k 2 s}. With Lemma 16 we have that C µ, ν = ξ µ C , ν C and B µ, ν = A µ B , ν B = ξ µ A , ν A using the indices
We thus only have to show that µ C = µ A and ν C = ν A . It is
It follows immediately that fragmentation is a commutative operation:
Remark 20. If M denotes a set, k 1 , k 2 , q, s ∈ N 1 are natural numbers and ξ ∈ M k1k2q×s is a fragmented signal, then Frag k2 (Frag k1 (ξ)) = Frag k1 (Frag k2 (ξ) ).
Proof. Obvious with Remark 19 as multiplication in N 1 is commutative.
B. Relationship between Fragmentation, Functions Applied in a Strided Fashion and Subsignal Compatible Transformations
We are almost ready for analyzing how functions applied in a strided fashion fit into the theory developed so far. The outcome of a subsignal compatible transformation applied to a fragmented signal is defined in the natural way: 
that is T is applied to all the fragments independently.
Let us now formally introduce the concept of a processing chain, which captures and generalizes all the dynamics of a Convolutional Neural Network:
Definition 22. We call a collection of the following objects a processing chain: A fixed subsignal dimensionality B ∈ N 1 , a number of layers L ∈ N 1 , a sequence of sets M 0 , . . . , M L , N 1 , . . . , N L , and for each j ∈ {1, . . . , L} subsignal compatible transformations T j : ∪ cj (M j−1 ) → ∪ 1 (N j ) with dimensionality reduction constant c j ∈ N 1 and functions g j : N kj j → M j where k j ∈ N 1 . For j ∈ {0, . . . , L} we define
as the function that applies the processing chain in a strided fashion, and EvalSlide j :
as the function that applies the processing chain in a sliding fashion. We note that these two chains of functions are not well-defined unless additional divisibility conditions are fulfilled, detailed below.
The number B here represents the extent of the region of interest that is fed into a Convolutional Neural Network. The functions T j can be substituted with the types of layers discussed earlier, like convolutions or non-linearities. Pooling layers and other functions applied in a strided fashion can be plugged into a processing chain via the g j functions.
The EvalStride operator corresponds to the ordinary application of a CNN to an individual sample until an arbitrary layer. It is defined recursively, where in the recursion step the output of the previous layer is fed through a subsignal compatible transformation and then through a function applied in a strided fashion. The EvalSlide operator differs from this approach in that multiple overlapping samples are processed in one go. Here, the g j functions are applied in a sliding rather than a strided fashion, followed by a fragmentation operation. This is much more efficient than the extraction of individual subsignals followed by ordinary CNN application since redundant computations are effectively prevented. An example of the concepts just introduced is given in Fig. 5 . It remains, however, to be shown that this method actually produces the desired results, or in other words the correctness of the approach has to be proved.
The next result states under which circumstances the application of a processing chain is well-defined, and connects the two flavors of processing chain application with another:
Lemma 23. Suppose we are given a processing chain with the same notation as in Definition 22. Assume k j divides dim Nj (T j (EvalStride j−1 (ρ))) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , L} and all ρ ∈ M B 0 , that is the application of the processing chain in a strided fashion should be well-defined.
Let k * j := j ν=1 k ν for j ∈ {0, . . . , L} denote the stride products, which implies that
be a signal dimensionality so that the number of subsignals D − B + 1 of length B is divisible by k * L , and let ξ ∈ M D 0 be the considered signal. Then the application of the processing chain in a sliding fashion to ξ is well-defined, and we can yield additional statements:
Write u j := dim Mj (EvalStride j (Subsignal B (ξ, i))) ∈ N 1 for all j ∈ {0, . . . , L} as an abbreviation and note that this number actually does not depend on any subsignal index i. We further define U col j := cdim Mj (EvalSlide j (ξ)) ∈ N 1 and U row j := rdim Mj (EvalSlide j (ξ)) ∈ N 1 for j ∈ {0, . . . , L} as abbreviations. Then for all i ∈ {1, . . . , D − B + 1} and all j ∈ {0, . . . , L} the following holds:
, and the number of fragments is
, that is the number of distinct subsignals with u j samples in each fragment of the fragmented signals equals the original number of distinct subsignals divided by the corresponding number of fragments.
(d) For all µ ∈ {1, . . . , u j } we have that
, where the latter can also be understood as one sample of the Subsignal uj operator applied to a certain fragment of EvalSlide j (ξ). 
where IH denotes substitution of the induction hypothesis. Hence, the claimed expression follows since k * j = k j k * j−1 . We note that u j is indeed a natural number because k j divides dim Nj (T j (EvalStride j−1 (ρ))) by requirement.
(b) Besides the statements on U row j and U col j we here show that the application of the processing chain in a sliding fashion is well-defined using induction for j. Considering j = 0, EvalStride 0 (ξ) = ξ is trivially well-defined and by definition it is ξ ∈ M For j − 1 → j, we first demonstrate that k j divides χ := rdim Mj (Slide gj (T j (EvalSlide j−1 (ξ)))) which implies well-definedness since the fragmentation operator can then indeed be applied. We find that
By requirement on the signal length D there exists a number t ∈ N 1 so that
Proposition 13 implies that k j divides χ since u j ∈ N 1 as we have seen in (a), hence the processing chain can be applied until the j-th layer. With Lemma 16 one sees that U row j = 1 kj χ which immediately yields the claimed expression. As only the fragmentation operator changes the number of columns in the entire processing chain, it follows that U col j = k j U col j−1 with Lemma 16, which shows the claimed identity.
(c) Using (a) and (b) we obtain
which is a natural number as the number of subsignals was required to be divisible by k * L , was implies divisibility by k * j . (d) We prove this by induction for j. For j = 0, the left-hand side equals Subsignal B (ξ, i) µ = ξ i+µ−1 using Definition 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , D − B + 1} and all µ ∈ {1, . . . , B}. Since k * 0 = 1 we find with Proposition 13 that the right-hand side is ξ div(i−1, 1)+µ, rem(i−1, 1)+1 = ξ i−1+µ, 1 , hence both sides are equal.
Let us now turn to j − 1 → j. Let µ ∈ {1, . . . , u j } be arbitrary, let i ∈ {1, . . . , D −B +1} be a fixed subsignal index and write τ := EvalStride j−1 (Subsignal B (ξ, i) ) ∈ M uj−1 j−1 as an abbreviation. Considering the left-hand side of the claim we obtain
be an abbreviation for the analysis of the right-hand side of the claim. We have that
where the number of input fragments to Frag kj was k * j−1 as shown in (b) and where we have defined
By the definition of the operators from Euclidean division follows that φ = i − 1 + (µ − 1) k j k * j−1 . Using Proposition 13 one yields
which equals the left-hand side of the claim as we have seen earlier and thus the proof is finished.
Therefore, the result of the EvalStride operator applied to arbitrary subsignals of an input signal emerge in the result of the EvalSlide operator which processes the entire signal in one go. Lemma 23 requires the length of the input signal to satisfy certain divisibility constraints. For extension of its statements to signals of arbitrary length we need two more operators:
Definition 24. Let r ∈ N be a natural number, let M be a set and ζ ∈ M be an arbitrary dummy element from M . Then
is called the stuffing operator that appends r copies of ζ to its argument, and we further call
the trimming operator that removes the final r entries from its argument.
The concrete choice of the dummy element ζ does not matter in the following considerations since all output entries which are affected by its choice are trimmed away in the end. We are now in the position to state the main result of this section:
Theorem 25. Suppose we are given a processing chain with the same notation as in Definition 22, where k j divides dim Nj (T j (EvalStride j−1 (ρ))) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , L} and all
, that is the output of the entire processing chain applied in a strided fashion consists of exactly one sample.
Let k * L := L ν=1 k ν denote the stride product of the L-th layer, and letr :
, otherwise, denote the number of dummy samples that have to be padded to an original signal with δ samples to satisfy divisibility requirements. Further define r :
, as an abbreviation that computes the required number of dummy samples in dependence on an original signal ξ.
Consider the function
which first pads the input signal with as many dummy entries such that each fragmentation operation during application of the processing chain in a sliding fashion comes out even, applies the processing chain in a sliding fashion, defragments the outcome and and eventually removes all superfluous entries that emerged from the initial stuffing. Then T is a subsignal compatible transformation with dimensionality reduction constant B. Furthermore,
is well-defined with exactly one output fragment, which has the same number of samples as we have subsignals of length B in the stuffed input signal:
is well-defined. Since the trimming operator reduces dimensionality by r(ξ) we find
Therefore, T fulfills the dimensionality reduction property with dimensionality reduction constant B.
With Theorem 6 it is thus enough to demonstrate that
for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,D−B+1} for T to be subsignal compatible. We first show that
, which we will then use to show the weakened exchange property.
Let ρ ∈ M B 0 , then Subsignal B (Stuff r(ρ) (ρ), 1) = ρ by the definition of the stuffing operator. We know that T (ρ) consists of a single sample as the dimensionality reduction constant of T is B, hence T (ρ) = T (ρ) 1 . Extraction of the very first sample of the result of the trimming operator is here equal to the extraction of the very first sample of the trimming operator's argument. Therefore,
Let us now return to the exchange property. As before let ξ ∈ MD 0 , and let i ∈ {1, . . . ,D − B + 1} be an arbitrary subsignal index. We can omit the trimming operator as before and yield
Hence T is a subsignal compatible transformation due to Theorem 6. Theorem 4 finally implies T = Slide EvalStride L .
We can thus conclude that Convolutional Neural Networks can be turned into effectively computable subsignal compatible transformations using the EvalSlide operator. One could suspect that stuffing the input signal with dummy samples might have a negative effect on the computing time. However, the number of stuffed samples is always less than the stride product of the final layer and hence very small for reasonably sized CNNs.
Moreover, stuffing guarantees that all fragments encountered during evaluation are homogeneous. This facilitates usage of simple parallelized implementations which can rely on fragmented signals where each fragment has the same number of samples, which is especially efficient on massively parallel processors.
V. MULTI-SCALE TRANSFORMATIONS
The previous sections have shown how Convolutional Neural Networks can be efficiently evaluated on entire images through the theory of subsignal compatible transformations. We now consider functions that take multiple spatial resolutions of a single signal as input. Since here the context of local regions is incorporated as well, this approach has proven highly effective in classification tasks [13] . We here assume that the number of samples considered at any one time is fixed for all scale levels. This facilitates the design of scale-invariant representations, for example by using the same classifier for all scales of the input [13] .
A signal is downscaled by application of a lowpass filter to reduce aliasing artifacts, followed by a downsampling operator which returns a subset of equidistant samples. When a subsignal is extracted from a downscaled input signal, it should contain a downscaled copy of the corresponding subsignal from the original input signal. This requires boundary-handling of the input signal, since for example the very first subsignal cannot be extended to allow for a larger context by means of only the original samples. Let us first formalize the concepts of boundary handling and subsignal extraction subject to boundary handling:
Definition 26. Let M be a set, let d ∈ N 1 denote a subsignal dimensionality and let R ∈ N be a boundary size.
(a) A function ϑ : (b) We call the function
which extends signals at both ends with R samples subject to the boundary-handling function ϑ the padding operator.
, that extracts subsignals subject to the boundary-handling function ϑ and implicitly pads R samples at both ends is called the padded subsignal extraction operator.
Next, we define how we extract downscaled subsignals using the concepts just introduced:
Definition 27. Let M be a set and let k ∈ N 1 denote a downsampling step size.
(a) We call
the downsampling operator, which extracts samples from equidistant locations. (b) The function
is called the multi-scale subsignal index transformation. (c) Suppose H : M h → M is a lowpass filter kernel of size h ∈ N 1 , where h ≥ k should hold to avoid aliasing artifacts. Further, let d ∈ N 1 be a subsignal dimensionality, R ∈ N a boundary size and ϑ :
is called the multi-scale subsignal extraction operator.
There are a few requirements so that extraction of downscaled subsignals makes sense. Most importantly is the correct determination of the boundary size R in the definition of the MultiScaleSubsignal operator. It should be chosen so that the extracted subsignals from each scale level are always exactly centered around the corresponding subsignals from the original scale level. It is moreover beneficial if the entire input signal can be downscaled in one go, so that the output of the MultiScaleSubsignal operator equals simple extraction of subsignals from that downscaled signal.
However, if this approach is pursued there are subsignals in the original signal which do not possess a downscaled counterpart in this representation. The MultiScaleIndex function alleviates this problem through computation of an appropriate subsignal index which is guaranteed to possess a downscaled counterpart. Although this is merely an approximation, it is assured that the correct subsignal index in the downscaled signal is always less than one sample off. The next result formalizes these thoughts, an illustration of its statements is given in Fig. 6 .
Lemma 28. Let M be a set, and let k ∈ N be a downsampling step size where we require that k ≥ 2. Moreover, let H : M h → M be a lowpass filter kernel of size h ∈ N 1 , h ≥ k, and let B ∈ N 1 be a subsignal dimensionality and suppose ϑ : ∪ 1 (M )×Z → M is a boundary-handling function.
DefineR := (k − 1)B + h − k ∈ N and R := R /2 ∈ N as the boundary size. Assume we are given a signal ξ ∈ ∪ B (M ) and let us write D := dim M (ξ) as an abbreviation. Ultimately, 
where in the (♦) step we have used that i+µ−1 ∈ {1, . . . , D}. Here, the boundary handling function evaluates to an original sample of the input signal. Hence all the samples in the middle of SubsignalPad ϑ (B,R) (ξ, i) stem from the input signal ξ and are not subject to boundary conditions.
(b) We first note that
by the definition of the ceiling function, which is marked with (♦) in the following. Therefore
where we have used that B − 1 ∈ N in the final step so that this term could be moved outside of the ceiling function. Since rem(R, 2) ∈ { 0, 1 } there is at most one superfluous subsignal of length B in π, which is irrelevant in the following discussion.
(c) Let i and j := k · div(i − 1, k) + 1 be given as in the claim. We clearly have j ∈ N. Since div(i − 1, k) ≥ 0 follows j ≥ 1. On the other hand, using Euclidean division 
As 1 + rem(R, 2) ∈ { 1, 2 } and k ≥ 2 by requirement, we find 0 < 1 k 1 + rem(R, 2) ≤ 1 and hence dim M (ρ) = B. Now let µ ∈ {1, . . . , B} for comparing both sides of the claim sample-wise. We have
The corresponding sample of the left-hand side equals
which is the same as ρ µ , which proves the claimed identity.
The ultimate goal of this section is to analyze functions applied to different scale levels of a signal and propose an efficient evaluation scheme. We have already taken the first step by analyzing the connection between downscaled subsignal extraction and subsignal extraction from a downscaled signal in Lemma 28. The complement of downscaling in this course of action is to repeat samples as many times as samples were omitted during downsampling. This leads to the following definition:
Definition 29. Let M be a set and k ∈ N 1 . Then
is called the upsampling operator with zero-order hold.
We can immediately provide a statement on which samples go where during upsampling:
Lemma 30. Let M be a set, q ∈ N 1 and ξ ∈ M q . Then it is Up k (ξ) ν = ξ div(ν−1, k)+1 for all ν ∈ {1, . . . , kq}.
Proof. With Definition 29 there exists µ ∈ {1, . . . , q} with Up k (ξ) ν = ξ µ , where ν = k(µ − 1) + λ and λ ∈ {1, . . . , k}. One obtains
Here, λ − 1 ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, hence uniqueness of Euclidean division implies µ−1 = div(ν−1, k), and the claim follows.
We are almost ready for the main result of this section, that states under which circumstances a function that accepts inputs in both the original scale and in a downscaled version can be evaluated efficiently.
Indexing rules are here as follows. Suppose P and Q are sets and χ ∈ ∪ 1 (P × Q) is a signal with paired samples from P × Q. Then there exists a dimensionality d ∈ N 1 so that χ ∈ (P × Q)
d . Since (P × Q) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , D − B + 1}, that is f applied to the subsignals of ξ and certain multi-scale subsignals of ξ equals the samples of g, g Org and g Down applied in a sliding fashion to signals derived from ξ. After g Down has been applied to the downscaled signal π, the result has to be upsampled and the superfluous r trailing entries have to be trimmed away. We further have by definition r = rem(R, 2) − rem(D − B + 1 + rem(R, 2), k) + k.
As rem(D − B + 1 + rem(R, 2), k) ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} follows r ≥ 1. Thus r ∈ N and Trim r (Up k (Slide gDown (π))) is welldefined. We have that dim Q (Trim r (Up k (Slide gDown (π)))) = D − B + 1 in this case as well. We find that the number of samples in Slide gOrg (ξ) equals the number of samples in Trim r (Up k (Slide gDown (π))) in both cases. Since g works on individual samples we yield that Combining these results and using the precondition (PC) that f can be factorized one finds Theorem 31 directly provides an algorithm for efficient multi-scale analysis. The functional part operating on the original input signal should be applied in a sliding fashion. If this function can be cast as processing chain, which was discussed in Sect. IV, the there proposed theory can be used for efficient evaluation. The multi-scale subsignal index approximation proved in Lemma 28 facilitates application of the functional part operating on downscaled subsignals in a sliding fashion as well. Therefore, the theory from Sect. IV can be applied here also. We finally note that the generalization of the statements of Theorem 31 to functions that process several different downscaled signals is straightforward provided a proper factorization can be given.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduced and analyzed the concept of subsignal compatible transformations, functions that allow exchanging subsignal extraction with function evaluation without any effect on the outcome. In doing so, it was demonstrated rigorously how Convolutional Neural Networks can be applied efficiently to large signals in a sliding fashion while eliminating redundant computations and special case treatment. The final part demonstrated the versatility of the developed theory by considering multi-scale transformations in great detail. All results have been shown explicitly to be correct. The arguments given in the proofs can be used to verify whether a given implementation is correct, or they can serve as basis for algorithmic realizations. In either case is an extensive mathematical framework available that facilitates analysis of rapid exact signal scanning schemes.
